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Basic Model of Health Care System
The philosophy of health care system modelling is described
in [1,2,3] and elsewhere.
The first version of a mathematical model of health care
system at IIASA's Bio-Medical Project was worked out by
Dr. A. Klementiev. It consisted of a population block and ele-
ments for patient treatment and population screening.
One of the goals of this model was to examine the possibility
of redistributing health care resources between treatment and
screening.
The resources of health care system--personnel, equipment,
etc.--were generalized and represented by "the total number of
doctors in practice".
The model was constructed in somewhat general terms and
lacked the elaboration of its "fine structure" to become an
operating model. This work is a natural continuation of the
work on modelling commenced in [3] and [4].
Before elaborating an operating model it is necessary to
develop a basic model that should later grow upon itself the
needed details to become an operating model. The first step in
this direction was the working out of the model's demographic
subsystem which would represent population aging dynamics. This
subsystem is described in [4].
The structure of the basic model is shown in Figure 1:
1. Population prevalence dynamics.
2. ｐ ｯ ｰ ｵ ｬ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｾ aging dynamics.
3. Population aging update as interface between (1) and (2).
4. Treatment section.
5. Screening section.
6. Request for admission into health care system.
In this model the following categorization of diseases
is accepted. It is presumed that there are three kinds of
di.seases [3]:
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1. Diseases of the degenerative ｴ ｾ have distinctly iden-
tified phases and lead to gradual deterioration and death. Ex-
amples of this type of disease are cancer, hypertension, TBC,
syphilis and alcoholism. We consider three phases of such
diseases: phases A, Band C. Phase C may lead to disease-
specific death.
2. Acute diseases--accidents, appendicitis, etc.
3. "Non-diseases" that can be eradicated by vaccination--










Figure 1. The Schematic of the Basic Model of
the Health Care System
The model at its present stage is being elaborated for a
certain disease of Type 1.
Description of Prevalence Dynamics
The population is divided into three categories: healthy
people (HP), latent sick (LS) and registered sick (RS). Each
category of sickness is divided into three groups with regard
to phase of the disease.
The HP may become latent sick in Phase A with a definite
morbidity rate. The LS cannot spontaneously recover. They
have either to be admitted for treatment or to deteriorate
until death occurs.
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The RS receive treatment. Phase A corresponds to outpatients,
Phase B to inpatients, and Phase C to invalids with irreversible
disabilities.
Phase A RS may recover and become HP while Phase B RS can-
not immediately recover but may undergo remission and become
Phase A RS. Phase C RS deteriorate until death.
Disease-specific death rate in Phase C LS is supposed to
be greater than that in Phase C RS, and both - greater than the
non-specific death rate.
The HP and LS are the subjects of medical screening to
identify sick persons. There is also a natural demand for
treatment from those LS who become aware of their disease.
The sick detected by screening plus people who have become
aware of their illness by themselves form the treatment demand
rate for given phases of the disease.
This pattern of prevalence dynamics seenlS to be good as a
first approximation. It may be subsequently refined in further
development of the operating model.
Accumulation and flow patterns for different categories of
the population can be described by ordinary differential equations
which can be easily entered into a computer.
Health Care Activities
Health care resources are represented by the number of
physicians.
Health care resources (doctors) should be redistributed
according to the existing RS distribution profile for different
phases of the disease. This redistribution may be controlled
by HCS managers and usually occurs after a certain delay.
The number of sick (PCTD) that doctors serving different
phases of the disease can treat is determined by standard work-
loads (SWL) set either by the authorities or by other means.
If the number of patients that can be treated by doctors
(PCTD) is greater than the number of RS in a given phase of a
disease, the difference between these two figures can be admitted
to health care system from the LS forming treatment demand rate.
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People admitted to health care determine the real admission
rate (REAR). This may be equal to zero if there are less PCTD
than RS for a given phase of a disease. In this case the doctors
(i.e. health care resources) are overloaded, and the health care
system is able to function due to its inherent resilience.
As stated above, the treatment demand rate is composed of
three components: sick detected by screening carried out by
doctors, screening carried out by automated equipment, and
natural treatment demand.
The natural treatment demand is a function of sanitary
education, which is an important aspect of any prophylaxis
measures.
Automated screening is more efficient as well as more ex-
pensive than screening done by physicians.
To provide for better detection of LS, health care managers
should increase investments in automated screening equipment and
select the best possible proportion between time doctors spend
in screening and that they spend in treatment.
If this proportion is selected incorrectly (for example, if
not enough resources are given to screening programs) then all
the LS will very quickly pass down to Phase C illness which is
an incurable, high death rate state.
If at the other extreme all resources were to go into de-
tection, then the detected sick would stay in line for admission--
admission which would never occur. In this case the RS would
not be treated and would never recover.
One of the main reasons for playing games with this model
is to determine the golden mean for this kind of situation. The
optimal solution here may well be some kind of impulse regime for
screening.
Aging Update
All that was said above about dynamics still disregards
population aging. The described pattern corresponds to a cer-
tain age stratum. The real problem now is how to introduce up-
dates for aging.
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It was decided to run in parallel prevalence dynamics equa-
tions and the population aging routine, the latter described in
[4], both subsystems of the model being divided into equivalent
sex-age strata and the prevalence subsystem strata being periodi-
cally fed with updates from the aging routine structure.
Due to the fact that the sick people with a given disease
are usually just a small fraction of the total population and
due to the conservative nature of changes in sex-age structure,
the aging routine is run less frequently, say, in time increments
equal to one year.
The time increments in the prevalence subsystem are set at
0.2 year because of the need to trace out transient effects
affected by health care policies.
Thus the basic model operates in the following mode:
- one run of the aging routine is followed by five runs of
the prevalence equations--one year passes; then one more run of
the aging routine and five runs of the prevalence equations--
one more year passes; and so forth.
Each year any given sex-age stratum in the aging routine
loses some people due to aging and their transfer into another
stratum, and gains some people from a "previous stratum". The
difference between the numbers of these people for a given
stratum constitutes a yearly aging update for the stratum.
In more technical terms, these updates are recalculated by
special subroutines and added to those people contained in each
stratum of each phase of the disease in each step of integration
of the prevalence equations.
A yearly "immigration" for a specific phase of a given
stratum is equal to the fraction of people in this phase of a
"previous stratum" times the portion (one-fifth) of yearly
"immigration into this stratum of the aging routine. A yearly
"emigration" for a phase of the stratum is equal to the fraction
of people in this phase of this stratum times the same portion
(one-fifth) of yearly "emigration" from the considered stratum
of the aging routine. The stratum update is the difference
between these "immigration" and "emigration" figures.
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Such a simple interpolation taking equal portions o£ an
aging "migration" in updates may be erroneous. Work with the
basic model will clarify this matter.
Conclusions
A FORTRAN program for this basic model has been written and
debugged. The problem now is to compile an array of test data.
The first runs with primitive test data are shown in Appendix 3.
After finishing the implementation of inner feedbacks, the
time will come to try various decision-makins options.
The flow chart of the basic model in terms of system
dynamics is shown in Figure 2. The variables and equations
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This work was discussed in detail with Alexandre Klementiev.
Peter Fleissner happened to squash a pair of bugs in the program.
I am also thankful to James Curry, William Webb and Mark Pearson,
who helped me saddle the PDP.
I have also to acknowledge my thanks to GUnther Fischer, who
issued a fine lineprinter plotting routine [S], which is very
simple to be employed by any user.
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- aggravation rate from phase A
- ｡ｧｧｲ｡ｶ｡ｴｾｯｮ rate from phase B
- death rate
healthy persons' aging rate
- healthy persons
- aggravation rate from phase A for latent side
LAGEt(1,J) - latent sick aging rate






- all latent sick
- aggravation rate from phase B for latent sick
- latent sick (LD)
- specific death rate for non-attendent sick
- morbidity rate
RAGEt(1,J) registered sick aging rate
REARt(1,J) - admission rate (REAR)
RECOVt(1) - recovery rate





























- probability not to detect a sick in screening
- automated screening productivity
- doctor's screening productivity
- healthy population in strata
- healthy population summed
- level for the delay in doctors' requirement adjustment
- latent sick (detailed)
latent sick fraction in non-registered population
(to be screened)
- latent sick summed
- natural treatment demand rate
- natural treatment demand rate density
- patients that can be treated by doctors
- real admission rate
- registered sick (detailed)
- registered sick in phases
- screening productivity
SDOCt - number of screening doctors






fraction of doctor's activities in screening
standard workload for a doctor (i.e. patients in
phase J per doctor)
- number of treatment doctors
- treatment doctors in a phase of a disease
density of treatment doctors in a phase of a disease
- treatment demand rate (detailed)






- treatment demand rate in phases
- total doctors in practice
fraction of doctors' activities in treatment
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Appendix 2
I signifies a sex-age structure;
J - a phase of the disease: A, B or C.
Natural Treatment Demand Rate
NDR(I,J) = NDRD(I,J) • LS(I,J)
NDRD is the fraction of LS in phase J that seek treatment
on their own initiative.
Sick Detected by Screening
SDS{I,J) = SCREP • LS(I,J)/(LATS + HPS) • ALSCR(J)
Here
SCREP is screening productivity;
SCREP = ASPR + DSPR • SDOC
ASPR is automated screening productivity;
DSPR is the screening productivity of a physician;
SDOC is the number of doctors in screening;
SDOC = TOTDOC • SFRAC
TOTDOC are all the doctors in practice;
SFRAC is the fraction of doctor's activities in
screening;
LATS are all the LS: LATS = I .I LS(I,J)
J I
HPS are all the HP: HP = I HP(I)
I
ALSCR(J) is probability to identify a Phase J LS in screening.
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Admission Demand Rate
TDR(I,J) = NDR(I,J) + SDS(I,J)
Admission Demand Rate in Phases
TDRS(J) = L TDR(I,J)
I
Patients that can be Treated by Doctors
PCTD(J) = SWL(J) • TDPH(J)
Here
SWL(J) is the number of Phase J sick that can be treated by
a doctor regularly, i.e. standard workload of a doctor;
TDPH(J) is the distribution of health care resources (doctors)
in phases of the disease, TDPH(J) should be proportional to
the RS in phase (J):
TDPH(J) should = PEG(J)/REGS • TDOC
REG(J) = L RS(I,J)
I
REGS = L L RS(I,J)
J I
In practice, this equality is presumed to hold with delay:
TDRL is the lag time;
TDOC are the doctors (health care resources) in treatment:
TDOC = TOTDOC • TFRAC
TFRAC is the fraction of a doctor's activities in
treatment.
Admission Possibility







if ADMP(J) > 0, ADHP(J) ｾ TDRS(J)
if ADMP(J) > 0, ADMP(J) < TDRS(J)
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ＰＮＱﾣＦｱｏｬｾ ｾｴＺＭ I r I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0.131>61:. ｾＨﾷ｢ I I 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0I.12111f ｾ ｏ I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0.11171:. (H, I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I
(/). ClQ], I:. ,:<; r I I I I I 1 I 1 1 1
Gl.a.,'ll!'t 0'5 1 1 I I 1 1 I 1 1 1 1
e'.71111l't 2 '5 r 1 I 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1
Iil. b20H ('':l I r I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1
ＧｾＮｉｉｑ｢ＢｅＮ 0'5 T 1 I I 1 I I 1 I 1 1
0 •.H2/lf 05 r r 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1
QI.2JI33E "'; r I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
ｾＮｴＲＱＱＱｬＺ ,'0:; J . I 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 I.
･ＮｩＡ｡ｃｬｬｾ :-0: ----- ..---.-_._-_.-.-.-._---------.-._--------_.-._-_..._-------------_.....---.-..----.-..----......
fIGURE: Admission
------------
0.1171"2E '1'5 ._.________________.-.-._______.__ .-_._.____._._______ ＭＭＭＭＭＭＭﾷＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭﾷＮＭＭＭﾷＭＭＭﾷＭﾷＭｾﾷＭＭＭＭＭＭＭﾷＭＭＭﾷＭＭｴｬ
0.lIb11'IIE 1'15 t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1
ｾＮＱｉＵＱｉＱｅ 1''5 r 1 1 I I I I I I I 11 I
ii'l.1l112 111 E ｾＧＵ r I 1 I I I I I I I 11 222
LlI.1132H 0'5 T I I I I I I I I 111 22 I
0.1I<'32E 0'5 t r 1 I I I I I I 11 222 I
0.111311E 1/1'5 r I 1 I I I I I I 1 122 I
ｾＮｉｉＹＱｉｬｉｬｅ "'5 t t I I I I I I I 11 22 I
(/l.3Q5r,E il5 r I I I I I I I I 1 2 I I
ilI.38!:>61; (1'5 t I I I I I I I I 11 22 I I
0.37b2E 2'5 I I I I I I I I I 1 22 I I
0.3bf,n 0'5 t I 1 I I I I I 11 2 I I
0.3573E Ｐ ｾ I I I I I I I I 11122 I I
0.3117QE I'!:> 1 1 1 I I I I I 111 22 I I
0.331''5!: "'., 1 I I I I I I 11111 22 I I I
0.32QIE \?,5 I r I I I I I 11111 22222 I I I
i.31QH. "S r I 1 I 1 I I 111 22222 I I I
e.3111'3E PS r I 1 I I I 1112222 I I I I
e.3LHiQE (''5 r r I I I I 1122 I I 1 I
[C.2'l15!: 1'<; T I I I I I 1122 I I I I
0.28?IE ;>5 r r I I I I 122 I I I I I
0.2727F. 1/'<; r t 1 I I I 12 I I I I I
II: .2"331: ｾ ｊ Ｕ J 1 1 I I I 22 I I I I I I
0.253QE ,'5 r 1 1 I I I 2 I I I I I t-'
rc. ＼ＧＴＱｬｾ･ ("5 T 1 1 I I I 2 I I I I I OJ
e.23''i1i'. ,'5 1 r 1 I I 12 I I I I I I
ｾＧＮ｣ＧＲＵＷｾ r"r; 1 J 1 I I I I I I I I
0.21b3E k"'" I I 1 1 1 ? 13333333333333 1 I I
1Z.20b'lE. ｾ Ｂ ｯ ［ 1 r 1 1 1 21 3333 1 3 I I I
0.1Q75i'. 05 1 1 .L 1 1 2 I 33 I I I I I
"'.181lIf ｾ Ｎ Ｇ ｩ r I 1 I I I 33 I I 3 I I I
e. 178 7f (' .. 1 1 I I I 2 I 3 I I 3 I I I
ＢＧＮＱＶＧｬＳｾ i·'S 1 J 1 I I 33 I I I I I
0.IS'l'lE (.'5 J 1 1 I I 2 3I I I 3 I I I
"'.IS,"5E ('e; l I 1 I 1 3 I I I 3 I I I
".ll1tH. ｾ ﾷ ｳ T I 1 I 1 2 I I I 31 I I
ｾＮＱＳＱｮ :-5 ｾ I 1 I I 3 I I I 3 I I
Q'. P2?E. 1''5 I J 1 i 1 1 3 I 1 I 13 I I
1'.112/11:: C''i I I ! I 1 2 I 1 I I 33 I I
"'.11II3I1E ｾＧＺｩ I I I 1 I 3 I 1 I I 33 I 1
ｾＱＮＹＱＱＰｉＱｦ .,11 1 1 1 I I 13 I 1 I I 3]3 I I
ＮｾＮａｬｬ｢ｾｅ ｜ｾｉｉ I I 1 1 I 2 I I I I 3333 I
ＲｬＮＷｓＺ＿ｾｅ ('II T 1 1 I I 1 I 1 I I 33333333
V'. b51l ｾｴＺ ('ll 1 1 1 1 1 23 J I I 1 I I
[.""u?F "'II 1 1 1 1 I I 1 I I I I
".1l7(,\?t "'II T I 1 I 1 3 I I I I I I
ＢＮＳＷ｢Ｒｾ '·'11 i 1 I I I I I I I I I
l'I.<,e2lE "II r I 1 I 13 I I I I I I
f'. Ｑ Ｘ ｾ I t. "II I I 1 I I I 1 I 1 I I
ｾＮｾｉｪＨＧｬｉｴ ｾＢＬＢ｜ T I I I 1 1 1 I I I I
·lil.b71IlF.(·<, ｾ Ｂ ｜ Ｓ Ｓ ｾ Ｂ ｜ ｾ Ｂ ｜ ｓ ｬ ｾ ｬ ｪ ｾ ｾ Ｓ Ｓ ｬ Ｓ Ｂ ｜ ｪ ｾ Ｓ ｾ Ｓ ｊ Ｓ ｾ Ｕ ｊ Ｓ Ｓ Ｓ Ｓ Ｓ Ｓ Ｓ Ｓ Ｓ Ｓ Ｓ •••• •••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
F IGURE: Demand for Admission
--_....-._.-
!C.7?4'';I: f'" ___________•••_____ .-.-. _____________ • ____ ft ____ • ______••--------.----------------------------------11
0. THJC'lE PI, I 1 1 I I I I 1 1 1 1111 I
1/1. b'lo;o;t (." 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 I 1 1 111 1
1!.1!1l10t. ｾ Ｑ Ｑ Ａ I I 1 I I I I I I 111 I
ＰＮＱＰＢｾＢｆＮ Vlb T J 1 I I I I I I 111 1 I
0.10520fo: ｶＮｾ 1 1 1 I I I I I I 111 I I
".!l:,\ 7"t Ｑ Ｑ ｾ I J 1 1 I I I I 1111 I I
ＱｕＮＱＡＲＺｱｾ Ph 1 1 1 r I I I I 11 I I I
r.M'lBhfo: V" T I 1 I I I I I 111 I I I
0.5 'l III t. \, .. I I 1 I I I I 1111 I I I
ｾＩＮＵＷＧｬｨｦ f'l., I 1 I 1 I I I 111 I I I
\!.51051f '1/l T 1 I I I I I I 11 I 1 I I
ｾＮＧＮ S5c''''fo: " .. 1 I 1 I 1 I I 111 1 I I 1
!'.53"I F· ｾＧｉＬ I I 1 1 I I 11 1 I I I
k!. '>? t!lf. ., .. I 1 1 I I 1 111 I I I I I
ＱＱＮｾＰＷＧｅ .'11 I t I 1 I 1 11 I I I I I
"l.1I'l271: ,'I> r 1 I I I I 111 1 I I I I
(1.<l7e21: "n 1 J 1 I I 11 1 I I I I
ｾＮＴＢＳＷｆＮ ('f, I I 1 1 J till I I I I I
ｾＮＱｉＴｾ＿ｆ ,"I! I 1 I I 1 11 I I I I I I
ｩＱＧＮＴＳＴＷｦＮｾＱ＾ 1 1 1 I I I 1 r I I I I I
<l.4?"'21:. f'b 1 1 1 t 111 I I I I I I
\!I. 11I1IS 71: C"" I T 1 1 11 I I I 1 I 1 I I
"' • .5'l12!; "'I! 1 1 I I 11 I I I I I I I t-'
ｾ ｊ Ｎ Ｓ Ｗ Ｂ Ｗ ｴ Ｚ Ｚ l'b 1 I 1 1 1 1 I I I I I I I \..C
0 • ＮＵｨｩ＿ｾｾ ""'. I 1 I I III I I I I I 1 I I
0. ｾ Ｔ Ｗ ｊ Ｑ ｲ ｟ ('''' T 1 1 11 I 1 I I I I I
ｃＱＮｈＳｾｆＮ "''' I I 1 t 1 I I I I I I I I
tol, HIi'lF- ｾ .. I 1 1 11 I I I 1 I 1 I 1
e..30113E '.'b I 1 I 11 I I I 1 1 1 1 I
'l.2/l'l'lF. ｾ Ｂ I I I I 1 1 I I I I I 1 I
C'i.n53t "!> T 1 I 1 I I I 1 I I I I
ＰＮＲＢＬＧ＾ｬｾ f'b I 1 1 t 1 I I I I I I I I
VI.c!4l>3t III'" I 1 t 1 1 I I 1 1 I 1 1 I
ｦｾＮ［ＺＳＱＡＡｆＮ IJ& I I 1 1 I I I I I I I I I
t'I.c!173t ;,b 1 1 I 1 I I I 22222222222 1 I I I I
ｩＮｾＮ ＼ＡＬＬ＿｡ｾ｟ "0 I II 122??"2222222?2222222?2222 I 22222222?22222222222222222222222222222222222
＿ Ｑ Ｘ ｾ ｾ ｾ ＿ ｾ ＿ ＿ ＿ ＿ ＿ ＿ ＿ ＿ ｾ ｾ ｾ ＿ ｾ Ｒ ＿ ＿ ＿ ＿ Ｒ ＿ ｣ Ａ I 1 I 1 I I I I
f.I:, • 1 7 j GI:: v: to, q33 11 1 1 1 1 I I I I I I
0 •• S'llit I'" I 3'133 I 1 I 1 I I I 1 1 I
O.ltlU'lE V'''' 1 1 11 .5BB3 1 I I I 1 1 1 1 1
ｲｾＮｬ 'I'!1.l1:. ｉｾＢ 1 1 .BB3U I I 1 1 1 1 1 I
ｾＬ • 115 q E ,\" I T 33J33B I I I I I 1 1 I
ＰＮＱｾＱＱｉｾ '"" 1 I 1 3B.B33333 I 1 I I I I I
ＺＡＮｾｦｯＮｱＢｴ ＺｾｴＺ［ I 1 1 I ＳＳＳＳＳｂｾＳＳ I 1 I I I I
'<l. ｾ ?llc;t. l'" T I 1 I 1 333333 I I 1 1 I
'" • ':i 7 '1tlt '" 'J I T 1 1 I I 33333.531 I 1 1 I
ｬｩＧｉＮＴＳＴＷｾ VI" I I I I 1 I 333333 I I 1 I
" • <! 1\ q II E ＮｾＢ T T I I r I I 33H3333 I I I
"'. 11111 'If ,15 I I 1 1 I I I 1 333333333333333333333333333
ｾ Ｎ Ｇ ｬ Ｗ ［ Ｇ ｈ ﾷ ﾷ ｖ
----------------------------------------------------------------.------------------------------_._---
ｾ TGuRE: Population Growth
._..-._-----
r,. <' I b ll". "'I _______ • __ Ｎ Ｍ Ｍ ｾ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｒ Ｒ Ｒ Ｒ Ｒ Ｒ Ｒ Ｒ Ｒ Ｒ Ｒ Ｒ
P.'.<'126t Ｌ ｾ ｑ r 1 1 I I I I 2222222222222222222222 I I
(' • c! C'l!' 2F ('Q I , I I I .222222222222222?22222222 ｾ 'total I I If-'.203ClE ClQ I r Ｒ＿ＲｾＲＲＲＲＲ＿ＲＲＲＲ＿ＲＲＲＲＲＲＲＲＲＲ I I I I I
ｾｾＮｉｃｬｃｬＢｾ ｾＬ Q 2?<'?2222??22222??i? 1 I I I I I I 11111111111
"'.1'1521: r:;'1 I , I I I I I I I \ I I I 1 I I I I I I 1 \ 1111 It 11\ 1 1 I 11 III I 111 I \ II! 1111 111\1 1 I 111 I I 11 11 I 1 1 1 I 1111 I 11111 111 111 II I
t) • I 'If 'IF ;IQ r T I I I I ｾ｜ｨ･｡ｬｴｨｙ I I I 1lil.l/ll>"iE ,'Q T I I I I I I I I I(l.18;>;>1-. ('1'1 1 I I r I I I I I I I
0.177'lE ,'Q I I r I I 1 I I I I I
"'.17351- "(j 1 I I I I I I I I I I
ｾＮｬ｢ＧｬＲｅ ,;,Q 1 I 1 I 1 I I I I I I
0.11,4/1f :tlQ 1 T I I I I I I I I I
i'.lb;1"ic [""I 1 1 I I I I I I I I I
ＢＧＮＱＢＧ｢Ｒｾ ＧＬｾｇ T 1 1 I I I I I I I I
('1.151/11:: ｾＧｃｪ T I I I I I I I I I I
0.la751: ,''I I I I I I I I I I I I
iJ. 1(l3?f. [,q I I I I I I I I I I I
!i\.13PIIF (''I I I I I I I I I I I I
0.Hu5f ('1 I I 1 I I I r I I I I
ｩｾ .13f'l ｾ ",'1 1 1 1 1 I I I I I I I
"J.125/lE c>'l T 1 I I I I I I I I 1
(J.121"iF. ("q \ r 1 I I I I I I I I I
".t 111 E ;1'l r 1 1 I I I I I I I I N
".l1?RF .... Q 1 I I I I I 1 I I I L 0r,. UJll\5t ",Q I 1 1 I I I I I I I I I
ＢＮｉｩｬ｡ｬｾ (''I r I 1 r I I I I I I I
0.4'l7H ;'1\ 1 1 I I I I I I I I I
('I. 'l5 (I (I" ,'/l l 1 I I I I I I I I I
iII.ClII<IE V, I I 1 I I I I I I I I
e./l1,7bE ｾ ｾ 8 T T I I I I I I I I I
0."2421'. ,,1\ I r I I I I I I I I I
t1,78[I,IIt [t.O T 1 I I I I I I I I I
kl.737S" c-Ii 1 1 1 I I I I I I I I
". bClu It ｛ Ｇ ｾ I 1 1 I I I I I I I I
ｾＢ b"iiC07t •It! 1 T 1 I I I I I I I I
ＧｬＮ｢ＢＧＷｾｅ ",,II I T I I I I I I I I I
ＢＮＢ｢Ｓｃｬｾ CI\ T 1 1 I I I I I I I I
(1. '5 ;>(' ｾ ｾ Ｎ I' 'I I I 1 r r I I I I I I
k). u 17?F ., I! 1 I 1 I I I I 1 I I I
'-. OJ ｾｪＸＧＺ ,'/l T I ! I I I I I I I I
I). jCl0(1e ;'1\ 1 r 1 I I I I I I I I
ｾＮ 547;>tf ［ｾ ｾ 1 I I I I I I I I I I
,j •.ｾ ＼ Ｑ Ｎ ｈ ｴ Ｚ "", 1 I I I I I I I I I I
ｾＺＺＧｩＮＲｨｮｾｴ ｾｊ［ ＢＢｾ 1 I 1 I I I I I I I I
"' • 2 I b 'I E (1/1 I 1 I I I I I I I I I
1l.113'5E
""
I I 1 I I I I I I I I
['.13011': ｦ Ｇ ｾ r I 1 I I I I I I I I
',1 , ｾｉＬ l1>t :",' 1 1 , I I I I I I I I I
" • a ｾ 3 i! "- '-'7 T t I t I I I I I I I
- <1 • 12 1 01 i:. :"3 ...........--_._---.-.---------_.__.._-.._-----..__ .--._-..-----.--.............-....................
•••••• =&= •• s ••••• &= ••••••• ｾ •••••• ·.&•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
,,:; " r; :;. A"· , ｾ ｾ .. I ｾＮ ｾ T ｾ II
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APPENDIX 4
c•••••• ｾ •••••••• c •••••••• c.c •••••• c ••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••
c:
c:
c: ｔｾｬｓ IS 6 Ｘａｾｉｃ MOQtL OF ｾｅａｌｔｾ CARE SYSTEM
C
C
tfl1 P l.1ClT ｾ ｅ ａ ｌ (6-Z)












c- • • • • - - • • - - •• - - • • • • • • - • - • - • • - . . . .. - . .
ｾｉｾｔｾ ｒａｔｾ ｴｾ STwATA
P II "iU'l
ｄ ｅ ｾ ｔ ｾ ｾ ａ ｔ ｆ ｬ ｾ Ｕ ｔ ｾ Ｎ ｔ ａ
ｐ ｃ ｾ ｉ ｊ
• • • •
("Sl(l',R5(1.1)',
Ｈ ｒ ｓ Ｒ ｦ ｬ Ｇ Ｌ ｾ Ｕ Ｈ ｜ Ｌ Ｒ Ｑ Ｇ Ｎ
Ｈ ｾ ｓ Ｓ Ｈ ｬ Ｌ Ｎ ｾ Ａ Ｈ Ｑ Ｌ Ｓ Ｇ Ｉ Ｌ
(LS1(l',LS(1,1)),










ｅｇｬｕｬｬｉａｌｅｾｃｅ (OUTlil (1) ,aun (154".
(OUT22(1),DU T2f154')





































ａ ｇ ｾ ｒ ｾ ｖ ａ ｔ ｉ Ｐ ｎ ｾ ａ ｔ ｾ ｾ ｲ ｾ PHASES ａｾｏ STRATA, MOR8IOITV RATE
ａｾｑＬ ｾａｧＬ ｾＮａｾＬ ｌｾＧｆＬ MR
AUTOP-lHEI.l At..iD ｄｏｃｔｇｾＧｓ ｓｃｒｴｆｾｲｎｇ ｐｾｏｏｕｃｔｉｶｮｹ
ASPR, ｏｓｐｾ
• • • • •..- .••
NlIMI3ER OF STRATA
f\lS















. - . . - . .
Pr:lPIIL4'TlChi IN STIHTA ANI') ｔｾｅ DC-SEASE PHASe:S
ｾｰＬ LS, RS
I I'd EGIH 11 r:' t.'
.[lTpr,p,
NUMBfR OF ｏｑｃｔｏｾｓ ａｾｾ ｲｈｦｉｾ ｄＡｾｔｗｉＸｕｔｉｏｎ
Ｑｾ ｔｾｾａｔｍｾｾｔ ａｾｏ ｧｃｒｴｅｎｉｾｇ
TQTQOC, ｔｆｾａｃＬ SFRAt
OEATH PATES ｴｾ STRATA
ｮ ｾ







se R , L51)q




STANDARD ｩｮｾ＼ｌｏａｏ FOP ｾ DOCTOR
ｾｾｌ


























































ｾ ｾ ａ ｄ ｃ Ｕ Ｌ ｱ ｾ Ｓ Ｉ ｔ ｏ ｔ Ｐ Ｐ ｃ Ｌ ｓ ｆ ｾ ｾ ｃ Ｌ ｔ ｆ ｒ ａ ｃ
ｾ ｾ ａ ｾ ｃ ｾ Ｌ ｱ ｾ ｾ Ｉ ａ ｌ ｓ ｃ ｍ Ｌ ａ Ｕ ｐ ｱ Ｌ ｄ ｓ ｐ ｒ Ｌ ｓ ｾ ｌ
ｾ E.A W( c; • q V: S) ｾＺ D:;i ,.,
ｾｴａＧｈｓＬＹＱＱＩ Ｕ｛ｬｾ
QfAr.·C':i,9tl) UH)q






QUGC5,912) ｌ Ｘ ａ ｾ
ｾ ｾ ａ ｏ ｃ Ｕ Ｌ Ｙ Ｑ Ｓ Ｉ ｐ ｒ ｾ ｐ ｃ
ｒ ｴ ａ ｾ Ｈ ｣ ［ Ｌ ｱ ｾ Ｗ Ｇ ｌ ａ ｔ Ｂ ｌ ａ ｔ Ｌ ｒ ｅ ｇ ｓ Ｌ ｾ ｾ ｇ
I;l fAn C5 , q ((18 ) Fl ｾＬ
Ii'U[)(S,q",ql ｐ ｃ ｾ Ｇ Ｂ






ｐ ｎ ｃ ｉ ｬ ﾷ ｐ ｎ Ｈ ｉ Ｇ Ｊ Ｑ ｾ ｾ ｾ Ｎ
UM·l.-FlREPCCT)
I1P (I) .1.)t-hPN (t)
l/.PREPC (I) Ｂ Ｌ ｐ ｾ ｈ I)
Y.hLATS
LS(I,I)·Y*LATC1)
ｌ Ｕ Ｈ ｉ Ｌ Ｒ Ｉ Ｎ ｙ Ｊ ｌ ａ ｔ Ｈ ｾ Ｉ
LSCI,31·v*LAT(3)
ｖ Ｎ ｬ Ｈ Ｂ Ｇ ｾ ｆ Ｎ ｇ ｓ
ｒ ｓ Ｈ ｬ Ｎ ｬ Ｉ ﾷ ｙ Ｊ ｾ ｾ ｇ Ｈ ｬ Ｉ
ｒ ｓ Ｈ ｉ Ｌ Ｒ Ｉ Ｎ ｖ Ｊ ｾ ｅ ｾ Ｈ Ｒ Ｉ











c•••••• Ｍ Ｍ ｟ Ｎ ｾ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ ｟ Ｎ ｟ ｾ Ｍ ｟ Ｎ __•__ -_•• ｟ Ｎ ｾ ｟ ••_•••_- ••••••••_--.- •••••.
C ｎｕｾｒｅｑ Of ｊｾｔｆｇｾａｔｉｏｎｓ ｉｾ THE ｐｒｾｖａｌｅｎｃｅ SECTOR
C ｐｾｉｏｱ TO ｔｾｴ TOTAL ｐｾｧｕｌａｔｉｏｎ INTEGRATION
ShOTF2QP/OT
"-, I NT. C:iT + • II:j ,
c
liM.'?.
00 ｈ Ｇ ｾ Ｕ 1.1,1\15
605 ｜ ｉ Ｂ Ｇ Ｎ Ｇ ｊ ｾ Ｋ ｬ Ｉ ｾ (1)
T''''.12)
DO 410 I a l,3e.b
ｉ ｪ ｕ ｔ ｬ ｲ ｲ Ｌ ﾷ ｾ Ｎ
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001?CUal1i.
ｾ ｓ Ｐ ｃ ｵ ｔ Ｇ Ｈ ｉ Ｉ ｡ ｾ Ｎ
OI)T3 r5?) a ,.I""
(ALL ａｏｾｉｔｃｓｃｒｾｰＬｓｾｌＮｾｐＬｌＵＮｒｳＬｾｯｾｮＬｾｌｓｃｒＬｔｏｒｌＬｾｅａｒＬｔｏｏｃＩ
OQ ｾ･ＮＷ 11.81,3






DO fl0B I'< a l, ｾ
ｐ ｅ ｇ ｃ ｋ Ｉ Ｎ ｷ ｅ ｇ Ｈ ｾ ｝ Ｏ ｷ ｅ ｇ ｓ
ｾ Ｐ Ｘ ｌ ｾ ｔ ｲ ｋ Ｉ Ｎ ｬ ｾ ｔ Ｈ ｾ ｝ Ｏ ｌ ｾ ｔ ｾ
ｾ ｾ ｉ ｔ ｅ ｲ ｢ Ｌ Ｙ ｾ ａ Ｉ T, ｾｐｓＬｌａｔｓＮＢｅｇＵＬｔｏｔａｌＬｕｾＬｌａｔＬｾｅｇ
c
GO bbf:, Ka l.NS
ｐ ｃ ｾ ｍ Ｈ ｾ Ｇ Ｎ ｐ ｴ ｓ ｍ ｲ ｾ Ｉ Ｏ Ｑ Ｐ Ｐ ｾ Ｎ



















C ••• **** ••• _••••
DO 5Q117l ｔ｡ｴＬｓＢａｾ













C ｐｾｐＰｌａｔｉｏｾ AGING ｾｏｾｔｬｾｾ












IF (t-j)21 \'1,1'5, 1b
c
C NON ｏｌｾ PE0PLE:
1" IJ. (l • - ｐｃｓＧｾ (I , ) ** 11
PC 0 E ｾ II)*Fl CSf" ex ) I (1 • • U)











12 ｐ ｖ ｾ Ｈ ｕ Ｉ ｉ ｾ ｖ ｉ ｾ Ｈ ｾ Ｉ Ｊ ｐ ｃ ｏ ｊ










15 ｐ ｖ ｈ Ｈ ＿ ＿ Ｇ ｉ ｐ ｖ ｉ ｍ Ｈ ＿ Ｌ ｾ Ｌ Ｋ ｰ ｶ ｉ ｈ Ｈ ＿ ｜ Ｉ
ｕ Ｎ Ｈ ｜ Ｎ Ｍ ｰ ｲ Ｎ ｓ ｍ Ｈ ｾ ｾ Ｉ Ｉ Ｊ Ｊ ｔ ｡
ｐ ｃ ｏ Ａ ｾ ｣ ｵ Ｊ ｐ ｃ ｾ ｾ Ｈ ｾ Ｒ Ｉ Ｏ Ｈ Ｑ Ｎ ﾷ ｕ Ｉ





1b ｐ ｖ ｲ ｬ Ｈ ｾ Ｓ Ｉ Ｎ ｐ ｖ ｉ ｾ Ｈ ＿ Ｒ Ｉ
ｐ ｖ ｉ ｈ Ｈ ｾ Ｓ Ｉ Ｎ ･ Ｇ Ｎ
c·_·_·······_·-c
C
1 '1 r. 0 I\i Tt ｾ Ｚ ［ JF
18 ｾ ｮ Ｌ rI) Ii ｐ Ａ ｾ ( 1 ) +0 TPOP '/l (P V" ( I) - Pv1M ( 1) • P5 ｾＩ
C
C
C* * 'II 'II * * * • 'II'll * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C
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J UL 4 1:3 I S;l I 97'" i-: AI'" • ｾ IJ, I, E ｾ
C
C•••••••••••• c ••••• :.c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1
C
nn ｾｾＯＬ ｉｃＮｃｬＬｾ
3:3 Ql F ｾｊ f Ｈｾ ) ＮＡｾ .
C
C
C .**.* •••••••• *.
Dn 333 AS=l Ｌ ｱ ｾ ｔ
C ••*.* •• ** ••••••
C
..-.- ..-._._---------_.-.-
1/,; 0 • I ｩｾ DE.X (S)




ｾ Ｎ ｾ ｐ Ｎ ｐ l"PO





























ｆＢｾｉｐＮｈｐ (!;) Ｋ ｾ ｓ Ｑ Ｋ ｌ ｓ ｉ
ｐ ｾ ｾ Ｎ ｆ Ｇ ｖ ｬ ｬ ｯ Ｑ Ｈ Ｕ Ｉ
PIM.PVH(S)
II 1• PEPoi I PNP
to 2 • p 1,.1 I XP ｾ F'
00 Ｑ Ｑ ｾ Ｒ ｐ ｾ ａ ｓ ｅ Ｎ ｬ Ｌ Ｓ
ｾ ａ ｇ ｅ Ｈ ｾ Ｌ ｐ ｈ ａ ｓ ｦ Ｉ Ｎ ｘ ｒ ｓ Ｈ ｐ ｾ ａ ｓ ｅ Ｉ Ｎ ｕ ｾ Ｍ ｾ ｓ ｃ Ｕ ［ ｐ ｾ ａ Ｕ ｅ Ｉ Ｊ ｕ ｬ
1102 ｌ ａ ｇ ｅ Ｈ ｓ Ｌ ｐ ｾ Ｎ ｓ ｅ Ｉ Ｎ ｘ ｌ ｓ Ｈ ｐ ｎ ａ ｓ ｴ Ｉ Ｎ ｵ Ｒ Ｎ ｌ ｓ ｃ ｓ Ｌ ｐ ｾ ａ ｓ ｅ Ｉ Ｎ ｵ ｬ
ｈ ｢ ｇ ｅ Ｈ ｾ Ｇ ］ ｘ ｈ ｾ Ｎ ｕ ｚ ﾷ ｍ ｾ Ｈ ｓ Ｇ Ｍ ｕ ｬ
C
33 t CONT nuE
C







C •••••• - ••• ---.---•••••••• - •••••••••••••••••••• -- •••••••
C
00 32q ｾ Ｎ Ｑ Ｌ Ｓ
DO 32q ｓＮｬＬ｡ｾ
















ｄ ｾ Ｎ Ｈ ｃ ｈ ｐ ｃ Ｕ Ｉ ｴ ｒ ｓ ｃ ｓ Ｌ Ｑ Ｉ Ｋ ｒ Ｘ Ｈ ｾ Ｌ Ｒ Ｉ Ｋ ｒ ｓ ｃ ｓ Ｌ Ｓ Ｉ Ｋ ｌ ｓ ｃ ｓ Ｌ Ｑ Ｉ Ｋ ｌ ｓ ｃ ｓ Ｌ Ｒ Ｉ Ｋ ｾ ｓ ｃ ｓ Ｌ ｬ Ｉ Ｉ Ｎ
ｾ ｃ ｓ ｾ ｃ ｓ Ｉ Ｍ ｒ ｓ Ｈ ｓ Ｌ Ｓ Ｉ Ｊ ｓ ｏ ｾ ｃ ｓ Ｉ Ｍ ｌ ｓ Ｈ ｓ Ｌ Ｓ Ｉ Ｊ ｌ ｓ ｄ ｒ Ｈ ｓ Ｉ Ｉ Ｑ





Ｘ Ｎ ｇ ｲ Ｎ ｾ Ｎ ･ ａ ｒ Ｈ ｓ Ｉ Ｊ ｱ ｓ Ｈ ｓ Ｌ Ｒ Ｉ
ｌ ａ ａ ｇ ｇ ｒ ﾷ ｌ ｾ ａ ｒ Ｈ ｓ Ｉ Ｊ ｌ ｓ ｃ ｓ Ｌ ｬ Ｉ
ｌ ･ ａ ｇ ｇ ｒ ﾷ ｌ ｂ ａ ｒ Ｈ ｓ Ｉ Ｊ ｌ ｓ Ｈ ｓ Ｌ ｾ ｬ
ｾ ｐ Ｈ ｓ Ｉ Ｎ ｈ ｐ ｃ ｾ Ｉ Ｋ ｄ ｔ Ｊ Ｈ ｒ ｆ Ｎ ｃ ｏ ｖ Ｍ ｍ ｏ ｒ Ｘ Ｍ ｕ ｾ Ｊ ｈ ｐ ｃ ｓ Ｉ Ｋ ｾ ａ ｇ ｅ ｃ ｓ Ｉ Ｉ
IFCHP(5) .LT. 0.) ｾ ｐ ｃ ｓ Ｉ Ｎ Ｐ Ｌ




















00 332 ｾ Ｎ Ｑ Ｌ Ｓ
ｴ ｆ ｃ ｒ ｓ Ｈ ｾ Ｌ ｋ Ｉ .LT. 0.) ｾ ｓ ｃ ｓ Ｌ ｾ Ｑ Ｎ Ｐ Ｎ
IFCLSC9,K) .LT. 0.' ｾｓｃｓＬｋＩＮＰＮ
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332 CONTINUE
C
3]3 ｾ ｄ ｾ ｔ ｉ ｎ ｕ ｅ
C**************************************************************C .
DO 1109 1(.1,3
ｾ ｅ ｾ Ｈ ｾ Ｉ Ｎ ｒ ｅ ｾ Ｈ ｉ Ｈ Ｉ Ｏ ｒ ｅ ｇ ｓ
ｌ ａ ｔ ｃ ｋ Ｉ ﾷ ｌ ａ ｔ Ｈ ｉ Ｈ Ｉ Ｏ ｾ ａ ｔ ｓ



























Ｙ ｘ Ｌ Ｇ ｔ ｏ ｔ Ｇ ｌ Ｇ Ｌ Ａ ｘ Ｌ Ｇ ｔ ｏ ｔ ａ ｾ FROM POP')
ｾ ｏ ｒ ｍ Ｇ ｔ Ｈ ｉ ｉ ｉ ｉ ｉ ｉ ｉ Ｒ Ｌ ｩ ｘ Ｌ Ｇ Ｔ Ｎ Ｑ Ｌ ｉ ｘ Ｌ ｾ Ｔ Ｎ Ｑ Ｌ Ｒ ｘ Ｌ ｉ ｬ Ｌ ｬ ｘ Ｌ ｆ Ｔ Ｎ Ｑ Ｌ ｬ ｘ Ｌ ｆ Ｔ Ｎ Ｑ Ｌ ｉ ｘ Ｌ
f5.3,tX,F5.3,lX,,'.2,IX,".3)
ｆ ｏ ｒ ｍ ａ ｔ Ｈ Ｏ ｾ Ｖ Ｎ Ｑ Ｌ Ｒ ｆ Ｖ Ｎ Ｓ Ｉ






Ｇ ｏ ｒ ｍ ａ ｔ Ｈ Ｏ Ｓ Ｈ Ｗ ｆ ｾ Ｎ Ｓ Ｏ Ｉ Ｌ 2F8.3)
ｆ ｏ ｒ ｾ ａ ｔ Ｈ Ｏ Ｓ Ｈ Ｗ ｆ ｢ Ｎ Ｒ Ｏ Ｉ Ｌ 2F6.2)
ｾ ｏ ｒ ｍ ａ ｔ ｴ Ｏ Ｓ ｃ Ｗ ｾ Ｘ Ｎ ｾ Ｏ Ｉ Ｌ 2F8.5)
ｆ ｏ ｒ ｍ ａ ｔ Ｈ Ｑ Ｑ Ｘ Ｐ Ｈ Ｂ Ｇ Ｉ Ｑ Ｑ Ｑ Ｐ ｘ Ｌ Ｇ ｐ ｒ ｏ ｲ Ｎ ｾ ａ ｍ TER"'INATEO')
c
C••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••••• ••• •••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••C .























c --- •. ----- .••••.•..••••.
c
C ･ｅｆｏｾｅ CALlING 'OEL.V' ｔ ｾ ｦ ｲ ｾ ｉ ｔ ｉ ａ ｌ ｃ ｏ ｾ ｏ ｉ ｔ ｉ ｄ ｎ ｓ FOR 'L'
C ｓｈｾｕｌｄ BE ａｾｾｴｇｾｅｏｉ ｌＮｔｾ ••
C
C ｾｅｾｾ ＬｾＧ Ｑｾ ｔｾ｣ ｖａｾｉａｾｌｆＮ TO ｾｆＮ ｄｾｌａｖｅｾＬ
C 'T' ｉ ｾ ｔ ｾ ｾ OELAY ｐａｒｾｾｅｔｦＮｒＬ
C 'l,' ts ｔ ｾ ｴ Ｚ ｌ ｾ ｖ ｅ ｌ ａ ｃ ｲ Ｚ ｉ ｊ Ｂ Ｇ ｕ ｌ Ｖ ｔ ｅ ｏ IN THE DELAY,
































IFCY·') Ｑ ｾ ｾ Ｌ ｣ ･ ｾ Ｎ ＿ ｾ Ｓ
ｓ ｔ ｏ ｾ ｬ ･ ｾ ［
!t<ipE)(·t
ｾ ｅ ｔ ｕ ｒ ｾ ｊ
IFCI-!) Ｒ ｾ Ｔ Ｌ Ｒ Ｐ ｡ Ｌ ＿ ｾ Ｕ
PJD!X·2
ｒ ｅ ｔ ｕ ｒ ｾ ﾷ ｪ
ｉ ｾ ｃ ｉ Ｍ ｡ Ｉ Ｇ Ｐ ｾ Ｌ Ｒ ｾ ｢ Ｌ ｾ Ｐ Ｗ
INDI!X·3
RETURNl'cr-5) ｬ ･ Ｎ ｾ Ｎ Ｒ Ｐ ｂ Ｎ Ｒ ｾ Ｙ
It. nE l(. 4
PfT\JFI\l
IFCI-?l' ｾ Ｑ ｾ Ｌ Ｒ Ｑ ｾ Ｌ ＿ Ｑ Ｑ
lNCf)'.S
ｒ ｅ ｔ ｕ ｩ ］ Ｑ ｾ Ｚ
ｉ ｆ ｃ ｉ ﾷ ｾ Ｒ Ｇ ｜ ｾ ｾ Ｌ ＿ Ｑ Ｒ Ｌ ｾ Ｑ Ｓ






















ｾ ｅ ｔ ｌ ｉ ｾ ｾ Ｇ
3 STAACK.ffMFR*pnp(!)




ｓ ｔ ｒ ａ ｃ ｉ ＼ Ｎ ｾ ｏ ｆ Ｇ (J)
ｒ ｆ Ｎ ｔ ｕ ｾ ｎ





c•••••••••••••• II ••••••••••••••••••• ｾ ••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••• ,
c
sueQOuTINE ａｏｾｉｔＨｓｃｒｅｐＬｓｾｌＬｈｐＬｌｓＬｒｓＬｾｄｒＢＬＮｌｓｃｒＬｔｄｒｌＬｒｅａｒＬｔｏｏｃＩ
c .••••.••.•.•.•.•••••••••••-.-.••• --- •.•.••••••---••.•••••••••
IMPLICIT ｒｾａｌｾａＭｚＩ









ｃ ｏ ｍ ｾ ｏ ｎ Ｏ ｓ ｵ ｍ ｾ Ｑ ｍ ｐ ｓ Ｌ ｌ ｓ ｓ ｾ Ｌ ｒ ｓ ｓ ｓ Ｌ ｌ Ｕ ｳ Ｌ ｈ ｳ ｳ Ｌ ｮ ｔ Ｌ ｌ ｅ ｖ Ｈ Ｓ Ｉ Ｌ ｐ ｒ ｉ ｏ ｒ ｔ Ｈ Ｒ Ｓ Ｉ
ｃ ｏ ｾ ｾ ｏ ｎ Ｏ ｐ ｌ Ｎ ｏ ｔ ｉ aUT1,OUT2.0uT3,PNP,TM
INTEGeR TM
c









& Cr:E"'Cl,1),CIJT2Cl. t1 )),
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ｒ ｓ ｓ ｓ Ｍ ｾ ｓ ｓ Ｕ Ｋ ｒ ｓ ｓ ｃ ｊ Ｉ

















ｔ ｏ ｐ ｈ Ｈ ｊ Ｉ Ｍ ｒ ｓ ｓ Ｈ ｊ Ｉ Ｏ ｓ ｷ ｾ ｃ ｊ Ｉ
TDPMW-TOPHH+TOPH(J)





ｐ ｃ ｔ ｏ ｉ ｔ ｏ ｐ ｾ ｃ ｊ Ｉ Ｏ ｔ ｏ ｐ ｈ ｗ Ｎ ｔ ｏ ｏ ｃ Ｎ ｓ ｗ ｌ ｻ ｊ Ｉ
ａ ｄ ｍ ｐ Ｍ ｐ ｃ ｔ ｏ ｾ ｒ ｓ ｓ ｃ ｊ Ｉ
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450 00 Q51 11-1,23
451 ｒ ｅ Ｎ ｾ Ｈ ｉ Ｑ Ｌ ｊ Ｉ Ｍ Ｐ Ｎ
GO TO Ｘｏｊｾ
C
460 ｉ ｆ Ｈ ａ ｄ ｍ ｐ Ｎ ｔ ｮ ｒ ｾ Ｈ ｊ ｾ Ｉ ｱ Ｗ Ｐ Ｌ Ｔ ･ Ｐ Ｌ ｾ Ｘ Ｐ
C
470 00 ｾ ｔ ｬ 11-1,23
PRIORTCI1)-rORCI1,J)/TORS(JJ














L.SA (TM) Ｍ ｌ ｓ ｾ (2)
LSC: (T101) eLSS (31
R5ACTM).RSSC1)
ｾｓＸ (T/I,) .qss Cil
ｒ ｓ ｃ Ｈ ｔ ｍ Ｉ Ｎ ｾ ｓ ｓ ｃ Ｓ Ｉ
OOO(TM).HP5
ｔｏｔＨｔｍＩＮｈｐｓﾷｌｓｓｓＫｾｓｓｓ
RETURN
ｅｾｄ
